
HACKED Hint File
*One Puzzle Per Page



Will Street Detective Agency
Login card

1. Scan the “You’ve Been Hacked” card. FLUK3 gives you specific instructions on
how to access the system.

2. This information will be useful with Case File Number 00127.



Motel “Who are you looking for
here?” card

1. Scan the “Anonymous Tip Line” card (no password required).
2. Listen to all messages. One message tells you the answer.

3. Another message eliminates a suspect, so make sure you listen to them all.



Den of Thieves
1. When you look in the chat transcript, you see that (TheKoolAidMan) says “Umm

password??” The response by the original poster is “What music is IN cognito?”
This is telling you that you are looking for something hidden inside of the word
cognito. Find the word cognito on the page.

2. Look at the screen name of the person that started the chat.
3. The letters in italics spell the word cognito. So, look at the letters in between or

“IN cognito” and that will be the password to unlock the Feel the Music code.



Thornmire County Evidence note
1. Read the note carefully. You are provided instructions within the note on what to

do with the note.
2. The instruction you are given is “take the words here made with 4 and appear

only one time.”
3. Look through the entire note and pull out the words made with 4 letters that

appear only one time in the note. You should find 4 words that have 4 letters that
appear only one time.

4. The last line reads “Can you feel it?” and this information is with the victim
Amanda Limoges. Notice that on the Den of Thieves sheet that the post reads
“Can you feel it??” c/o Amanda L. These items connect.



A�er Unlocking Den of Thieves
1. Make sure you solve the Thornmire County Evidence note.
2. Once you have unlocked the Den of Thieves, the first image you see gives you

instructions on what to do with the information that you gained from the
Thornmire County Evidence note.

3. Take the words that you found in the note, in the order that you found them, and
spell them.

4. With the graphic you get for each letter in the video, combine all 4 graphics (4
letters) for each word and see what you create.

5. Since you have 4 words, you will end up with 4 new creations.
6. The result will be 4 numbers. *Note – these numbers might not be used

immediately.
7. Here is an example of what you would get if you combined the four graphics with

the letters needed to spell “wish.”



Case File Number 00126
Phone of Darlene Losier

1. Read the interview with Kimberly Lancaster.
2. You are told about a piece of jewelry.
3. Spell the word from the jewelry on the phone keypad to unlock the phone.
4. Make sure you use the numbers that connect to the correct letters to unlock the

phone.



Mom Text Messages
1. Take notice of the text message that mentions tracking a package. This is a

website that can be accessed. Visit the website and take note of what is needed
there. This will be used at a later time.

2. Back to the Mom Text Messages. There are 4 texts that come through with what
looks like random letters. There is a piece of Evidence found with this case that
can help you decode those texts.

3. Exhibit B. Notice there are letters in each statement that are underlined. In each
statement, these are the letters that are to be swapped. For example, U is D
means U=D, I is O means I=O, etc.

4. The final line reads “Part of the key is here. Figure out the rest.” Notice the
pattern that you have been given with the underlined letters and use that pattern
to figure out the remaining substitutions.

5. Once you have decoded the messages, you will be given instructions for the office
photo.

6. You will end up with 4 numbers. *Note – these numbers might not be used
immediately.



Office Photo
1. Reference “Mom Text Messages” here.



Case File Number 00127
1. Unlock the “Will Street Detective Agency Login card” first. This was not in the

envelope but was initially out in the box.
2. Use the information from Exhibit D on the Evidence sheet with the information

that Benjamin gives you on his yellow legal paper note about the CD.
3. Notice that the center of the CD fits around the black circles on Exhibit B-1.

Also, notice that on the back of Exhibit B-1 is a compass.
4. The audio file from the “Will Street Detective Agency Login card” gives you

directions for the CD and for Exhibit B-1.
5. The first audio clue says “From I look W.” Place the center of the CD over the I.

You are told to look W (W=west). The first letter that is to the west is the letter
“O”. Continue this process until you have found a letter for each audio clue.

6. You will end up with 4 numbers. *Note – these numbers might not be used
immediately.



Coyote Parcel Service website
1. You are asked for a 12-digit tracking number
2. From each case, you should have solved for a 4-digit number.
3. Put the numbers in chronological order. *Note – the 3rd case that is connected was

actually the first case chronologically.



Abandoned house “Trip location…”
card.

1. Part 1 -Unlock Motel “Who are you looking for here?” card
2. Part 2 – Once you have figured out the 12 digit Coyote Parcel Service tracking

number, look at the final house number.



Solution card
1. Part 1 - Read the newspaper article from the Abandoned house card unlock.
2. Part 2 – You should have eliminated all but 1 suspect at this point. Reference

Suspect Eliminations here if needed.


